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Abstract. Comic-like summaries exploit the narrative structure of
comics to create intuitive and easily readable abstracts. However, real
comics use complex composition techniques which are difficult to mimic
in an unsupervised way as they involve high level semantic understand-
ing. This paper explores the use of visual attention analysis and face de-
tection to embed regions of interest in adjacent images, obtaining more
compact yet informative representations. This paper also addresses the
generation of the layout, which involves combinatorial optimization prob-
lems. In practice, using exhaustive search to solve the problem is not fea-
sible due to the large number of images. A split and merge approach is
proposed to effectively address the layout problem, thus the limitations
of finding solutions in a wide range of row widths can be avoided. A user
study conducted on several episodes of TV series confirmed the utility
of the proposed approach.

Keywords: Comics, layout, visual attention, video summarizations, re-
gions of interest.

1 Introduction

Comic strips have inspired works in video processing in which a video sequence
is converted to a comic-like representation. Usually, people find in comic strips
a friendly and intuitive format to present sequential visual information[8]. In
addition, comics can be regarded as an extension of storyboards in which the size
of the images can vary. In contrast to conventional storyboards, the narrative
structure of comics is more complex and includes images with different sizes
arranged in the layout according to their importance (layout problem). The
related work can be roughly divided into two groups: movie to comic conversion
and (large scale) comic-like summaries.

In the first group, video posters[11] and movie2comics[5] present video se-
quences as comic booklets, so the user can visualize the content as a comic
book. Each page represents a shot or scene, with few images. As each page is
independent of the rest, the layout problem can be solved easily.

In contrast, comic-like summaries try to provide the user with a compact and
easily readable representation with the main information, so the user can get
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a quick idea of the content of the underlying video sequence. In general, the
presentation area is a limited resource which has to be optimized to present as
much information as possible in a compact and useful way. Thus, the sequence is
represented in few pages with a large number of images, each page representing
the narrative of 10-30 minutes of video. Larger images highlight the main seman-
tic information while smaller images provide complementary visual information.
In contrast to the methods in the previous group, finding the optimal layout
involves NP-hard combinatorial problems. The optimal solution can be found
using exhaustive search, but it becomes unfeasible in practice after few images
(20-30 images), due to the large search space. For this reason, the work in this
group has been mainly focused on efficient suboptimal algorithms to solve the
problem[10,4,2,1]. However, they often introduce layout artifacts and may not
even guarantee a solution for a given size of the layout. In this paper we propose
a suboptimal split and merge layout in which the layout is divided in sublayouts
when the number of images is high. The problem of dividing layout into rows is
also addressed.

The use of regions of interest (ROIs) has been also explored in comic-like
representations[2,5], to save layout space while preserving the interesting regions,
thus providing a more compact yet informative abstraction. However, not much
attention has been given to composite panels, where some regions of interests
are placed over another image. The problem of inserting the ROIs in a suitable
location, without interfering with the background image and still following the
comic style, has not been studied. In this paper we propose the use of saliency
analysis to find low attentive regions where ROIs (faces in our case) can be
placed without overlapping with relevant parts of the background image.

With these two contributions, we expect to obtain more natural and intuitive
comic-like summaries. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives an overview of the framework. The proposed methods to generate compos-
ite panels and the overall layout are described in Sections 3 and 4. Experimental
evaluation and conclusions are presented in Sections 5 and 6.

2 Proposed Framework

Since the objective is to present as much information as possible but in a compact
and pleasant format , the proposed system tries to discard redundant information
and combine the rest in a meaningful and easily readable format. The proposed
summarization process is depicted in Figure 1. There are three main stages:
preprocessing, panel compostion and global layout generation. During the pre-
processing stage, a set of keyframes is extracted from the video. In our case, we
perform shot boundary detection and then sample a keyframe in the middle of
each shot. The keyframes are clustered to remove redundancies, using the affin-
ity propagation algorithm[3]. The keyframes are processed to obtain composite
panels using visual attention analysis and face detection. The resulting panels
are combined with other keyframes during the layout generation stage into the
final comic-like summary, arranged according to predefined templates.
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Preprocessing

Composite panels

Global layout

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed framework

3 Panel Templates

As in other previous works[11,4,2], the panel is the basic unit of the comic-like
layout, consisting of several consecutive keyframes arranged in a certain spatial
order consistent with the temporal order in the sequence, following the reading
conventions of comic strips (for western comics, the order is left to right and
then top down). In the proposed system, we denote the comic-like layout Y ,
which consists of a sequence of panel templates T . Thus, a panel P = {p,E}
is represented by the index p of the panel templateT p, and the set E with
the indices of the keyframes that are scaled and placed in the corresponding
locations, and the layout with M panels is represented as Y = (p1, p2, . . . , pM ).
For this paper we use two different types of panel templates: basic and composite
(see Figure 2).

3.1 Basic Templates

If we limit the possible image sizes to integer multiples of a basic size, and assume
that a panel is not divisible vertically, for a given height there is only a certain num-
ber of possible combinations satisfying the reading rules. Thus each panel template
is represented by a sequence of frame sizes T = (Ω1, Ω2, . . .), Ωi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , h}.
For instance for maximum panel height h = 4, there are only eight possible tem-
plates (shown in Figure 2a). They are represented as T 1 = (1, 1, 1, 1), T 2 = (2, 2),
T 3 = (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), T 4 = (1, 1, 2, 1, 1), T 5 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 2), T 6 = (3, 1, 1, 1), T 7 =
(1, 1, 1, 1, 3) and T 8 = (4). Given a panel template T we can also represent its
width as W (T ) and the length (i.e. number of images) as |T |.

3.2 Composite Templates

In comic books, the artist often embeds small images (faces, close-ups) over a
related image (in this paper we use the term background image to refer to that
image), conveying more information than a single image. Thus, in this paper we
also consider composite panels, in which several complementary ROIs from dif-
ferent frames are embedded in an adjacent background image. ROIs are usually
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Panel templates for h = 4: a) basic, b) composite panels (I : background image,
R: ROI); the groups of templates (T 9 and T 10) and (T 11, T 12 and T 13) differ in the
relative temporal order of I and R, where arrows would be used in the final layout to
indicate the temporal flow

embedded on a corner, as the important visual information in the background
image is localized in the center of the frame. The composite templates used in the
proposed system are shown in Figure 2b. The region of the background image in
which a ROI is inserted is the insertion region (IR). For simplicity we only con-
sider composite panels of size h, with a maximum of two IRs (and consequently
a maximum of two ROIs), located in any of the corners of the background image.
As the reading rules are not so obvious in the case of composite panels, arrows
will be used in the final layout to guide the temporal flow of the story, as in real
comics.

In Figure 2b we use a different notation, with the background image labeled
with I and the ROI with R. Thus, depending on the relative temporal order of the
background image and the frame from which the ROIs are extracted there are
two possible combinations: T 9 = (I, R) and T 10 = (R, I) with length |T | = 2,
and three possible combinations with length three, as the maximum number of
ROIs is two. Additionally, the location of the IRs must be also specified.

4 Panel Composition

When the artist creates a composite panel, it should be designed in such a way
that the embedded region of interest does not interfere with the background
image. Inspired by this idea, we propose an automatic method to insert ROIs
into background images, resulting in a more compact combined representation
(see Figure 3). ROIs are detected, cropped and inserted conveniently resized in
suitable IRs of the background image.
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Fig. 3. Example of a composite panel

4.1 Region of Interest Detection

We only consider faces as ROIs, as they can be detected with reasonably ac-
curacy and are meaningful from the panel composition point of view. We use
the OpenCV face detection method, extending the detected region to cover the
whole head and hair. When more than one face is detected, the bounding rect-
angle covering all the ROIs is selected as final ROI.

4.2 Insertion Region Detection

ROIs are embedded into uninformative regions of the background image where
the saliency is low. The saliency map of an image is obtained using the static
attention model proposed in [7], based on contrast and information density.
Then, the saliency map is binarized using the Otsu method[9]. We check only
the four corners for potential IRs, using integral images to evaluate the average
saliency of potential rectangular windows (larger than a minimum size). If the
combined saliency is low enough, the region is selected as an IR. Some rules are
used to filter unsuitable IRs, such as discarding those which overlap with a ROI
detected in the same frame.

4.3 Grouping and Composition

As a result of the previous detection stages, two curves ηi ∈ {0, 1} and μi ∈
{0, 1, 2} indicate the number of ROIs and IRs detected in the i-th keyframe,
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Fig. 4. Keyframe grouping in composite panels. Given the number of detected regions
ηi and IR μi for each keyframe, some of them may be combined in composite panels.

respectively. All the possible ways to combine ROIs in adjacent IRs can be com-
puted, by just evaluating ηi and μi for different windows. It can be posed as an
optimization problem, and it can be solved by defining an objective function and
using exhaustive search. All the combinations are evaluated and the one with
optimal value is selected. The problem is illustrated in Figure 4, in which the
objective is to minimize the total width of the resulting sequence (which is rea-
sonable, as the objective is a compact representation). In this particular example,
the third combination would be preferred, as it only has two composite panels,
with information from five different keyframes. However, exhaustive search with
a large number of images is unfeasible in practice due to the combinatorial nature
of the problem.

We use a simple yet effective local search method to solve the problem in
which the keyframes are processed sequentially from left to right. At each step,
all the valid combinations are evaluated and a composite panel (or the individual
image panel) is selected, based on the combination that contains more images
(i.e. templates T 11,T 12 and T 13 have three images, so they are preferred over
T 9 and T 10, with two images, and these over T 8).

To remove redundant keyframes, whenever a keyframe is included in a com-
posite panel, either as a ROI or background image, the rest of the keyframes in
the same cluster are discarded for further processing. We also check this condi-
tion in composite panels with two IRs, trying to avoid including the same face
twice in the same panel. Hopefully, after this stage, the representation is much
more compact, as we have already discarded redundant images and some of the
remaining are combined in composite panels.
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5 Comic-Like Layout

The objective of this stage is to arrange the composite panels and remaining
images in a multirow layout with a given width Wrow, and perhaps in several
pages.

5.1 Single Row Layout

Given the set of basic panel templates, keyframes and their relevance, the single
row layout problem can be posed as the problem of finding the optimal layout Y ∗

which minimizes the layout error, while satisfying the row width constraint[2]:

Y ∗ = argmin
Y

∑M
m=1 ε (Pm)

subject to
∑M

m=1 W (Pm) = Wrow

where ε (Pm) =
∑

i∈Em
(Ci −Ωi)

2 and W (Pm) = |T pm | are the error and the
width of the panel Pm = {pm, Em}. The score Ci represents the relevance of the
i-th keyframe. At this stage we give the same score Ci=h to all the keyframes
(those not discarded). The exhaustive search algorithm explores all the possible
combinations of basic panels making up valid layouts. The number of panels M
is unknown until the optimal solution is found.

As the optimal solution is only feasible for a small number of images, the
method in [2] uses a suboptimal left-to-right dynamic programming approach.
But it does not guarantee an exact solution for a given row width (except by
resizing the row image). Instead of using the left-to-right local approach, we use
a top-down split and merge approach which tries to guarantee a solution (see
Figure 5). We impose the restriction that composite panels cannot be downsized,
as the embedded ROIs are already small images, so their size is kept always to h.
Using them as fixed points, we divide the sequence of keyframes into K segments
Sk, composed by the composite panels and panels keyframes located between two
composite panels. Thus, only the layouts of these segments are computed, using
the exhaustive search but in a reduced solution space. If a segment still has too
many elements, it is further split in shorter sublayouts (in our case, up to 25
images each).

However, having few images in a sublayout has one limitation: it can only be
solved for certain widths. Figure 6a shows the number of combinations satisfying
given lengths for the case of 10 images, and Figure 6b represents the number of
combinations as a function g (N,W ) of length N and width W . It is important
to note that g (N,W ) is obtained empirically, not being a convex function and
probably a close form does not exist. So traditional optimization techniques such
as convex optimization or integer programming are not applicable. However, we
noticed that the mean depends linearly on the length, so we can reasonably
estimate the width of a sublayout as W̃ (N) = 2.34 + 1.39N (shown also in
Figure 6), and then estimate a suitable row width as ˜Wrow =

∑K
k=1 W̃ (|Sk|),

where |Sk| represents the number of images in the segment Sk.
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Fig. 5. Layout approach and related problems. A sequence of keyframes (with scores)
and composite panels must be distributed first into different rows, and then the layout
problem must be solved for each row

Once we have an estimation, we find the partition with most valid solutions,
by solving the problem

Y ∗ = arg max
(W1,W2,··· ,WK)

∑K
k=1 g (|Sk| ,Wk)

subject to
∑K

k=1 W (|Sk|) = ˜Wrow

g (|Sk| ,Wk) > 0, 1 ≤ k ≤ K

It might happen that there still does not exist any valid solution. Fortunately,
in our system we have the possibility of slightly changing the input data to
accommodate it to the particular constraints, in order to find a valid solution.
This is achieved by increasing the number of images in certain segments, so we
can find a solution satisfying width ˜Wrow. These extra images are selected from
the keyframes discarded in the previous stage. We include keyframes with cluster
labels different to the ones in the panel. They are given a lower score Ci = 1, as
they are considered less important. Once we know that all the segments have at
least one solution, the layout is computed independently for each of them.

5.2 Multirow Layout

The multirow problem is more complex and also involves multiple combinations
which can be simplified considering each row as an independent subproblem.
The method in [1] estimates the number of images of each row from the scores,
but it does not guarantee a solution.
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Fig. 6. Number of valid solutions for a), 10 images, b) different number of images, i.e.
g (N,W ). Note that only certain combinations of number of images and row widths
have valid solution. The mean of the distribution, used as an estimation of the layout
width, is also shown.

We also separate the multirow problem into several single row problems, but
with a different approach. Using the idea described in the previous section, we
can estimate the accumulated width W̃ (K) =

∑K
k=1 W (|Sk|) for the first K seg-

ments. When W̃ (K) reaches Wrow, we have a candidate row with K sublayouts.
We first check whether an actual solution for Wrow exists. If not, a discarded
image of one sublayout is included and the row is checked again until a solution
is found. Then, each row layout can be computed using the single row method.
The process continues until all the sublayouts are distributed in rows. If the
number of rows does not fit in one page, additional pages are created.

6 Experimental Results

We conducted a user study in the context of TV series. Episodes from the series
Friends, 7 vidas, The Good Wife, Fringe, Doctor Who and Los Protegidos (22,
38, 42, 43, 58 and 81 minutes, respectively) were used as test set. We generated
comic-like summaries using both the proposed method and the method in [2].
For the latter we used the same clustering as in the proposed method, and
then the scoring function and layout algorithm proposed in [2]. Seven subjects
participated in the study. The following questions (evaluation criteria):

– The summary contains the main information of the content (informative-
ness).

– The summary is redundant, given the length of the video (redundancy).
– The overall effect is appealing and interesting (enjoyability).

were posed to them, and they were asked to rate their level of agreement using a
typical Likert scale[6], with 1 meaning Disagreement and 5 meaning Agreement.
Episodes from the TV series Friends, 7 vidas, The Good Wife, Fringe, Doctor
Who and Los Protegidos (22, 38, 42, 43, 58 and 81 minutes, respectively) were
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Fig. 7. User study results

used as test set. The results are shown in Figure 8, with the videos ordered by
increasing duration.

Both methods are effective in covering the main information (informative-
ness), with a slight preference for [2] in shorter sequences and the proposed
method in longer ones. However, the proposed method generates less redundant
and much more compact summaries, as the redundancy score and the number
of pages clearly show. The subjects also found the proposed abstractions more
appealing and interesting (enjoyability), especially with longer videos.

An example of comic-like summary is shown in Figure 8a, with an excerpt of a
five pages summary. The result is reasonably satisfactory, with most of the faces
correctly detected and placed in non intrusive regions, and the overall layout
resembling a long comic strip. However, there are still some limitations related
with the accuracy of the detectors, which may find false ROIs (see last row first
panel in Figure 8a). Problems derived from incorrect clustering may lead to cases
in which two faces of the same person and the same scene are combined in the
same panel, which is often redundant (see second row fifth panel in Figure 8a).
These two problems can make the summary look unnatural. A summary of the
same sequence using the method in [2] is shown in Figure 8b for comparison.
This method tries to present all the keyframes, highlighting only few big ones
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· · ·

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Excerpts of comic-like summaries for Wrow = 20: a) proposed method, b) Calic
et al.[2]

and with the rest in smaller size. However, the resulting summary is still very
redundant and requires 13 pages. Besides, in order to meet the row width, some
rows are stretched, leading to distorted images.

7 Conclusions

We described an effective method to condense the visual information of long
videos in just a few pages, in a friendly and easily readable comic-like style. The
use of ROIs and more complex panels and composition techniques can be also
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useful to obtain more compact summaries. Additionally, an efficient and robust
layout method is presented to address some limitations of previous methods in
terms of existence of valid solutions for given row widths. Experimental results
show reasonably satisfactory results and a good acceptance.
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